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AGENDA

# Description Owner Time

1 (09.00)  Arrival and Coffee/Tea
Monte Carlo Suite

2 (09.30)  Apologies for Absence
Board of Governors

3 (09.35)  Chair - Setting the Scene
Board of Governors

4 (10.00)  Update from Board Intermediary 
Lesley Thomson will report to the Board (in the absence of the Chair) on 
views she has gathered on the conduct of Board meetings. 

5 (10.15)  Members of Executive Group join the meeting

6 (10.15)  GSA's Draft Outcome Agreement 2018-2021
Director of Strategy and Marketing will present the GSA's draft 2018-2021 
Outcome Agreement, followed by Board and Executive Group discussion

Paper 6 GSA Draft Outcome Agreement 2018-21.p... 5

7 (10.35)  Tea and Coffee

8 (11.00) Overview of GSA's Draft 2018-2021 Strategic Plan
GSA's Director will provide an overview of GSA's 2018-2021 Strategic Plan

Paper 8 GSA Planning 2018-21.docx   29

9 (11.30) 2018-2021 Strategic Plan Discussion
Board and Executive Group

10 (12.30)  Buffet Lunch
Governors and Executive Group Members

11 (13.30) GSA's Relationship with the University of Glasgow
Board and Executive Group Discussion

Paper 11 GSA's Relationship with the University of... 31
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# Description Owner Time

12 (14.45) Tea/Coffee
Board of Governors and Executive Group

13 (15.00) Estates 2030 Plan
Board of Governors and Executive Group

Paper 13 Estates 2030 Plan.pdf   37

14 (16.00) Final Comments
GSA's Director

15 (16.15) Drinks Reception
Board of Governors and Executive Group

16 (17.00) Dinner
Board of Governors and Executive Group
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Outcome Agreement 2018-21 

The Scottish Funding Council requires the GSA to consult on its draft Outcome Agreement with the 
GSA’s Board of Governors, Trade Unions and Students. 

What are Outcome Agreements? 

Outcome Agreements were introduced in 2012 by the SFC to demonstrate what colleges and 
university delivery in return for public investment.   

The key purpose of an Outcome Agreement is to demonstrate each institution’s distinct contribution 
to the Scottish Government’s priority outcomes and impact for public investment.  
 
An Outcome Agreement should align with a university’s strategy to enable the institution to 
negotiate its contribution toward sector level impacts according to its mission and strengths.  
 
Areas identified by Ministers for prioritisation and enhanced focus in the process for 2017-18 include:  
 

• widening access 
• articulation 
• attainment and retention 
• gender 
• skills 
• innovation  

 
Ministers have asked SFC to intensify the Outcome Agreement process for 2017-18 to secure greater 
progress with priority outcomes, and indicated that this should include: the setting of more 
ambitious and challenging targets; more dynamic allocation of places and funding to drive and 
incentivise improvement; and enhanced transparency and accountability on institutional 
performance. 
 
An Outcome Agreement which lacks sufficient actions to address Scottish Government priority 
outcomes may not be approved by SFC.  
 
Outcome Agreements should ideally be multi-year (three-year), high-level strategic documents 
preferably of no more than 30 pages in length. 
 
Not all of the aspects of the guidance will be relevant to every institution.  Universities are 
encouraged to interpret and apply this Guidance in a way that is appropriate and relevant to their 
particular context and mission.  
 
What is within an Outcome Agreement? 

The Outcome Agreement covers 5 areas: 
 

• Access to education for people from the widest range of backgrounds, including 
implementation of the recommendations of CoWA and addressing gender balance 

• High quality learning in a learning system which is seamlessly connected for the learner, 
including learning which prepares people well for the world of work, prioritising provision 
that meets known skills gaps in the economy  

• Internationally competitive and impactful research 
• Effective knowledge exchange and innovation including excellent collaboration between 

universities and industry 
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• Ensuring provision of quality learning in Scottish higher education institutions, i.e. HE 
strategic futures, Quality Assurance and HE governance  

 
Cross-cutting themes are: 
 

• Outline key ambitions to tackle gender imbalances at a subject level in education 
programmes, as set out within their institutional gender action plans, and at senior academic 
levels, senior management and on courts / boards of management 

• Intensification in partnership working and collaboration to secure the continued 
effectiveness and sustainability of the sector 

• Outline actions and strategies to identify and address the challenges associated with the 
UK’s departure from the EU 

• Institutions may wish to reflect on their social and cultural impact in Scotland, the UK and 
internationally – but particularly with respect to their immediate communities – and their 
aspirations towards enhancing this contribution (including involvement in City Deals and 
Local Planning Partnerships) 

• Where appropriate, institutions should include reference to their contribution to the aims of 
the National Gaelic Language Plan for 2017-22  actions in support of parity of esteem for 
Gaelic and to encourage its use by speakers among their staff, students and others with 
whom they engage, as well as maintenance and development of their provision for Gaelic 
learners.  

 
How has the GSA developed its Outcome Agreement 2018-21? 
 
The GSA’s Outcome Agreement 2018-2021 is a development of our last Outcome Agreement (2015-
2018) and the outcomes of discussions we have had with staff at all levels for the development of 
the next Strategic Plan 2018-2021.  It builds on our success in recent years on widening participation, 
the numbers of students articulating from College, strengthening our research base and our estates 
developments.   
 
Is the Outcome Agreement linked to funding? 
 
The link between the OA and funding from the SFC is not explicitly although there is some 
relationship between additional funded places i.e. places for Scottish Students and the Agreement. 
 
In practice the OA relates to Scotland-domiciled students only.  In some areas we aim to address the 
intensification of the Outcome Agreement in an inclusive way, implementing actions that achieve for 
all our students.  Our small size makes this mainstreamed approach appropriate. 

This approach is reflected in how we deliver our Public Sector Equality Duty, our all-student 
approach to Fair Admissions and maintaining a coherent choice for all students between articulating 
through an Associate Student Route or directly from any College, entering at the level appropriate to 
their individual circumstances. 

In other areas, specifically the intensification of targets that are Scotland-domiciled student specific 
around widening access and articulation we are limited to what we can do, not by our ambition, 
but by the current levels of funded places.   

 
Scott Parsons 
January 2018 
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Director’s Introduction 
 
The Glasgow School of Art holds a unique position in Scotland’s higher education sector.  
Open and outward looking, we are a small, specialist institution focusing on the visual 
creative disciplines.  We create the conditions where creativity can thrive and transform 
thinking through generating new knowledge and giving shape and form to things that 
currently do not exist. 
 
Through an art school education, we hone the inherent skills of the creative individual 
through studio-based learning and research that is discipline specific.  The studio creates the 
environment for collaboration, within and across disciplines, for critical inquiry, 
experimentation and prototyping.  It is the environment in which we collectively generate 
new ideas and solutions, where innovation thrives and where we welcome other to engage. 
 
Studio, be it literal or figurative, is the space where a shared visual language can transcend 
barriers and boundaries.  Where ambition, imagination and collaboration can find solutions 
to the global challenges facing the world today. 
 
It is something that we have been doing since 1753 and the opening of the Foulis Academy, 
a forerunner institution of the GSA which offered a European-style creative training to 
Scottish artists at the height of the Enlightenment.  It was followed in 1845 by the opening 
of the Glasgow Government School of Design at a time when Glasgow was an international 
industrial power-house.  
 
Today the Glasgow is recognised as a European cultural capital and one of the UK’s most 
successful city-economies with one of the largest concentrations of creative and cultural 
businesses.  Central to this success is the output, impact and international standing of The 
Glasgow School of Art, its staff and its students.  35% of our students are from outside the 
United Kingdom and a further 25% from outside Scotland.  61%1 of our academics are 
engaged in research of international and national significance and our graduates are central 
drivers of the city’s creative and cultural industries. 
 
Put simply, we may be small in size but our significance, impact and influence cannot be 
under-estimated.  
 
Professor Tom Inns 
Director 
 

Strategic Context 
 
Our new three-year Outcome Agreement 2018-21 builds on this success and the 
achievements and contribution to Scotland we have delivered through our Outcome 
Agreement 2015-2018.  It does not represent a radical shift in what we do, but the 
continued commitment by the GSA to the Scottish Government priorities and the creative 
approaches we want to implement, in partnership with the SFC and others, to continue to 
deliver.   
 
It is aligned where appropriate to our Strategy 2018-2021 which will be published during 
2018.  We believe it is strategically important for us to maintain the coherence between 

                                                        
1 REF2014 
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2 
 

both our Strategy and our Outcome Agreement, continuing with the shared development, 
implementation and delivery cycle we have established.  Through both we will deliver for 
our students and staff, for Glasgow and for Scotland socially, culturally, economically, 
educationally and internationally. 
 
Since 2015 the Glasgow School of Art has grown student numbers by over 25%.  Our change 
in profile has been achieved primarily through increased enrolment of students from the 
Rest of the UK (RUK) and internationally and some modest growth in our SFC funded places 
focusing on articulation and widening access.   
   
 
Change in GSA Student Profile Funding (All students) 2015/16 v 2017/18 
 

 
 
In Academic Year 2017-18 we enrolled 2432 students (excluding over 200 students based at 
GSofA Singapore and funded by the Singapore Government).  1218 students are funded by 
the Scottish Funding Council an increase of 192 over the period of the last Outcome 
Agreement.  These additional places were allocated to growth in widening access, 
articulation, undergraduate and postgraduate skills for growth.  
 
Change in GSA Student Profile 2015/16 v 2017/18 
 
Undergraduate Profile 
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Postgraduate Taught Profile 
 

 
 

The change in our student profile is reflected in the financial profile of the institution.  As a 
global, research-active institution our financial profile more closely reflects that of Scotland’s 
historic universities rather than the post-1992 group2.  Over the period of Strategy 2018-
2021 and corresponding Outcome Agreement, we anticipate this financial profile to be 
maintained with an increased dependence on generating income through growth in 
research, knowledge exchange and commercial activity, partnerships and increasing RUK 
and international student numbers addressing any change in EU student funding and 
consequently funded places from the SFC.  
 
The changes in EU student funding are of significant concern to the GSA with approximately 
2853 European students and exchange partnerships through ERASMUS with approximately 
40 European institutions.  Annually between 14-18% of eligible students participate in 
student exchange and with competitively secured funding through ERASMUS+ (on average 
€160,000 - €220,000 annually) we have built on our exchange opportunities, international 
partnerships and staff mobility.    
 
While any financial impact can be partly mitigated through additional funded places from 
the SFC for Scotland-domiciled applicants and increased recruitment from RUK and 
international students, for the GSA the issue is more central.  For an international art school 
which values diversity in all its forms, it is fundamentally important that our student 
community is socially, culturally and ethnically diverse.  The contribution of our European 
students, drawn from all 27 nations is central to this and cannot be under estimated or 
under-valued. 
 

Addressing Intensification 
 
In some areas we will address the intensification of the Outcome Agreement in an inclusive 
way, implementing actions that achieve for all our students.  Our small size makes this 
mainstreamed approach appropriate. 
 
This approach is reflected in how we deliver our Public Sector Equality Duty, our all-student 
approach to Fair Admissions and maintaining a coherent choice for all students between 
articulating through an Associate Student Route or directly from any College, entering at the 
level appropriate to their individual circumstances. 
 

                                                        
2 Audit of Higher Education in Scottish Universities.  Audit Scotland.  July 2016 
3 HESA 2015-16 
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In other areas, specifically the intensification of targets that are Scotland-domiciled student 
specific around widening access and articulation we are limited to what we can do, not by 
our ambition, but by the current levels of funded places.   
 
We can currently only offer 13% of our Scotland-domiciled undergraduate applicants a 
place4.  Rejecting nine in every 10 Scotland-domiciled applicants makes the GSA the most 
competitive higher education institution for Scotland-domiciled students.   Despite this, we 
remain an accessible institution for students from Scotland’s most deprived postcodes.   
 
Over the last three years GSA has exceed the Commission for Widening Access targets with 
13.6% of Scotland-Domiciled Undergraduate Entrants from the 20% most deprived areas. 
This has been achieved through our values-based focus on widening participation and 
articulation, and through the additional funded places supported by the Scottish Funding 
Council.  
 
As an international art school which values diversity it is fundamentally important that our 
student community reflects this.  There is immense educational, social and cultural value in 
this diversity with students from Dalmarnock learning alongside those from Morningside, 
Berlin or New York.   
 
Creativity thrives on diversity.  Innovation thrives on creativity.  We are committed to 
creating the conditions where creativity can thrive and the diversity of our student body is 
central to this. 
 
Offer Rates for Scottish Applicants by University in Scotland 2015 (Audit Scotland 2016) 
 

 
Note:  Offer rate is the percentage of applications that resulted in an offer.  Source:  Audit Scotland using bespoke exact UCAS 
data reports, April 2016 

 
 

                                                        
4 Audit of Higher Education in Scottish Universities.  Audit Scotland.  July 2016 
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The limitations of our funding places also impacts on the development of new 
undergraduate programmes in priority sector areas where the GSA, creative education and 
creative graduates can make a valuable and distinctive contribution.   
 
Ambitions in programme development in immersive systems, innovation, digital, screen and 
education, either by ourselves or in partnership with sister universities, developing robust 
articulation routes from Colleges across Scotland which meet both the skills needs of the 
economy and articulation as a valuable route, are challenging within the confines of our 
current SFC funded-places envelope.  Our ability to move existing places, where 
competition from Scotland-domiciled applicants is already high, is limited and purely 
restricts access, choice and opportunity for other Scotland-Domiciled applicants.   
 
The GSA has demonstrated that, working in partnership with the SFC and through strategic 
funding, we can deliver.  We are therefore keen to engage constructively with the SFC on 
the intensification of Outcome Agreement targets, develop creative approaches to 
articulation linked including associate studentships in rural locations and to release the more 
dynamic allocation of places and funding to support and incentivise what we can do. 
 

Equality and Diversity 
 
We value diversity in our students, staff, thought and outlook, recognising that creativity 
thrives through diversity not homogenisation.   
 
Equality, diversity and participation are embedded within the Outcome Agreement and 
made explicit where appropriate in relation to specific SFC aims and priorities.  This is in line 
with the GSA’s approach to mainstreaming equality, with the Strategic Plan, Outcome 
Agreement and Equality Outcomes (which incorporates our actions on gender) aligned in 
terms of both actions and outcomes and the evidence based used.  This links directly to our 
statutory reporting and our requirement to eliminate discrimination, advance equality and 
promote good relations.  
 

Engagement and Consultation 
 
Our Outcome Agreement 2018-2021 builds on our Outcome Agreement 2015-2018.  It has 
been developed through the wide-reaching co-creation we have undertaken in the 
development of our next strategic plan.  We have consulted with colleagues across the GSA, 
our Board, Trade Union representatives and GSASA.  
 
All GSA strategies and policies are subject to an Equality Impact Assessment. HYPERLINK 
HERE 
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Our Commitments 2018 – 2021 
 
Overview of our current position on Scottish Government Priorities 1 and 2 
 
Since 2015 we have made significant progress in widening access to The Glasgow School of 
Art.  Today, more than 20% of all Scotland-domiciled students and nearly 14% of Scotland-
domiciled entrants are from the 20% most deprived backgrounds. 
 
MD20% Recruitment (AY 2015-16 SFC) 
 

 
 
While we have diversified our student body we have retained our traditionally high 
retention and achievement with 97% of first-degree young entrants and 96%5 of all entrants 
continuing to year 2 and over 90% of all students achieving their degree. 
 
Student Rentention (HESA 2015-16) 
 

 

                                                        
5 HESA UKPI 2015-16 Non-continuation 
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We have developed new routes to progress to degree programmes.  Through Associate 
Studentships students from Glasgow Clyde College can now progressing to Year 2 in the 
Schools of Art, Design and Innovation and from Academic Year 2018/19, students from Forth 
Valley College will progress to new programmes within the School of Simulation and 
Visualisation in Sound.  We have expanded our portfolio preparation programmes to include 
doubling our provision for widening access students to access our architecture portfolio 
classes, strengthening links between pre-entry activity for widening participation, 
articulation and recruitment activity to ensure continuum of support enhancing transition 
into and through GSA.  
  
This step-change, supported by strategic investment by the SFC in places and for three years 
the post of Progression Manager, alongside the actions detailed in our Outcome Agreement 
2015-2018 and Strategy 2015-2018 around new programme development, mainstreaming 
equality including all protected characteristics, fair admissions, the development of our 
Open Studio, provides us with a strong foundation and proven results to develop our 
approach further in the period to 2021.   
 
We have demonstrated that strategic investment achieves demonstrable outcomes and 
institutional change.   
 
CASE STUDY 1 – integrated activity from open studio, recruitment to enrolment  
 
Scottish Government Priority 1 
Access to education for people from the widest range of backgrounds, including 
implementation of the recommendations of CoWA and addressing gender balance  
 
Our commitment 
 
We believe that diversity in our student body is central and this diversity, in many forms, 
fuels the dynamic of an art school but also the creative and cultural economy and wider 
society.   
 
Delivering on our commitment.  We will: 
 
Continue to work towards exceeding our widening access targets and realising our ambitions 
through: 
   

• Implementing our all-student approach to Fair Admissions, incorporating relevant 
sector-wide actions from the Universities Scotland report Working to Widen Access6    

• Continuing to develop ACES and FOCUS West priorities in line with the National 
Schools Framework and will refocus work according to revised targets and priorities 
focusing on MD20 in line with CoWA objectives 

• Extend, through our own resources, our widening access activities to Schools 
outwith our ACES and FOCUS West Schools where we have identified access 
priorities targeting SIMD20 

• Support Adult Returners through the development of appropriate opportunities 
identified with SWAP and Open Studio to support portfolio development and 
transition 

• Work with MCR pathways to identify and support students with care experience at 
S1 and S2 to enable them to progress to more formal opportunities offered through 

                                                        
6 Universities Scotland November 2017 
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ACES or Open Studio and identify, support and improve the transition and 
progression of care experienced young people through GSA within a mainstreaming 
and partnership approach involving programme leaders, Student Support and 
Development, and the Careers Office 

• Valuing and supporting applications from disadvantaged background, a range 
protected characteristics and care experience, to retain diversity in our student 
body underpinned by our commitment to positive outcomes through 
mainstreaming.  This action links to our Equality Mainstreaming approach and 
achievement of Equality Outcomes 2017-2021 (Outcome 2). HYPERLINK HERE  

 
CASE STUDY 2 - Chris Barton – WP student to graduate enterprise   
 
Addresses programme specific gender (and other protected characteristics) imbalance 
through: 
 

• A strategic and integrated pipeline approach linking Open Studio activity, 
recruitment activity, fair admissions and enrolment within targeted programmes   
identified through our Equality monitoring and statistics.  This action links to our 
Equality Mainstreaming and achievement of Equality Outcomes 2017-2021 
(Outcome 3) HYPERLINK HERE  

 
Work with Colleges across Scotland appropriate to our subject areas and geographical 
locations to: 
 

• Implement our Articulation Strategy (approved 2017) 
• Extend our Associate Student scheme with Colleges as a valued and successful 

progression route for all students regardless of socio-economic factors 
• Explore the development of specific associate student routes for colleges in South 

of Scotland and Highlands and Islands which support the sustainable economic and 
community agenda of those regions of Scotland 

• Extend Advanced Standing routes through college partnerships and support 
transition to successful study at GSA at the right level appropriate to their individual 
circumstances of the student 

• Engage with our communities in Glasgow, the West of Scotland and the Highlands 
and Islands through our cultural engagement programme, Open Studio 
programmes, our partnership with Highlands and Islands Enterprise and our 
socially, culturally and ethically engaged curriculum 

• Build on and develop new opportunities to support the delivery of widening 
participation activities in rural communities including exploring the potential to 
extend our reach to the South of Scotland supporting the outcomes of the Scottish 
Government’s Enterprise and Skills review and to support our engagement with 
Dumfries and Galloway College,  Crichton University Campus and the Interim Board 
 

CASE STUDY 3 – transformational change in articulation through strategic investment  
 
Measure of progress  
 
Please see Measure of Progress on Page X for a full breakdown of our measure of progress 
against our commitments. 
 
Info graphic showing progress to 2020/1 – Senario 1 stand still and Senario 2 – additional 
funded places – what we could do with more  
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Priority 2: High quality learning in a learning system which is seamlessly connected for the 
learner, including learning which prepares people well for the world of work, prioritizing 
provision that meets known skill gaps in the economy 
 
Our commitment  
 
Through our specialist, studio-based, practice-led learning, teaching and research across 
architecture, design, fine art, innovation and simulation and visualisation, we will continue 
to produce influential, successful and impactful creative practioners. 
 
Delivering on our commitment.  We will: 
 

• Maintain our already sector-leading student retention for all students.  As we 
continue to increase the diversity of our student community and extend the range of 
specialisms and academic programmes we teach, we will focus on the identified 
attainment, retention and progression gap within specific protected characteristic 
groups based on evidence of retention, progression and achievement.  This action 
links to our Equality Mainstreaming and Outcomes 2017-2021 (Outcome 2) 
HYPERLINK HERE 

• Increase student numbers within STEM disciplines (UCAS programmes A-K and 
includes existing GSA programmes in Architecture, Design Interaction, Product 
Design and Product Design Engineering and new programmes in Sound for Moving 
Image and Immersive Design) through innovative and progressive new academic 
programmes and with new partners out-with the creative disciplines 

• Explore, in discussion with sister universities in Glasgow, the potential for innovative 
joint programmes that link creative education and pedagogical models to STEM, 
English and Technical Education teacher training, building on our developing 
partnership with Renfrewshire Council and Castlehead High School 

• Progress our joint project with Renfrewshire Council and Castlehead High School to 
deliver a centre for excellence in creative education, developing impactful research 
outcomes that can support educational development across Scotland 

• Enhance digital and technology skills within our existing programmes alongside a 
refreshed commitment to tradition practice articulated through our First Year 
Experience project and the co-location of all Year 1 students in the refurbished 
Mackintosh Building from September 2019 

• Focus on the highest levels of student experience and student satisfaction through 
internationally benchmarked teaching, studio-space, workshops and technical 
facilities 

• Further internationalise our curriculum ensuring equality of opportunity.  We will 
maintain and develop our already high levels of student mobility with our existing 75 
international partners (specifically developing enhanced linked to those within the 
EU prior to BREXIT), creates new international projects and opportunities within the 
curriculum, defining international opportunities and partnerships within new 
programme developments and developing opportunities for real-time collaborative 
working with international peers.  This action links to our Equality Mainstreaming 
and Outcomes 2017-2021 (Outcome 1) HYPERLINK HERE 

• Define professional and positive graduates destinations for creative disciplines and 
support our students, through enhanced curriculum and extra-curricular activity, our 
work on Glasgow’s creative eco-system, Glasgow Partnership for Economic Growth, 
city-wide innovation and incubation opportunities, and the student and graduate 
strands of our University Innovation Fund plans to support successful and 
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sustainable graduate employment, entrepreneurship and innovation (See University 
Innovation Fund Outcomes)  

• Maintain and enhance the role of the Mackintosh Building and its collections, our 
institutional archive and collections and our exhibitions programme central to our 
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes, our academic research and our 
student experience more broadly alongside enhanced public access and 
engagement  
 

Case Study 4 - prioritizing provision that meets known skill gaps in the economy - new 
programmers in simulation and visualization combining economic growth and articulation 
(Forth Valley and Sim Vis) 

 
Measure of Progress  
 
Please see Measure of Progress on Page X for a full breakdown of our measure of progress 
against our commitments. 
 
Info graphic showing progress to 2020/1 – Senario 1 stand still and Senario 2 – additional 
funded places – what we could do with more  
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Overview of our current position on Scottish Government Priorities 3 and 4 
 
The Glasgow School of Art is one of the UK’s largest concentrations of researchers in the 
visual creative disciplines.  At the last Research Assessment Exercise7 61% of GSA’s research 
was recognised as world-leading or internationally recognised.      
 
Since 2014 we have continued to build on our reputation in fields related to our research 
themes of excellence.  Today, research at the GSA is increasingly inter-disciplinary working 
through new collaborations to investigate the role of creativity in tackling major societal 
challenges.   

We are as equally committed in our research environment as we are in our teaching and 
scholarship to diversity.  In 2016 we were awarded Vitae HR Excellence in Research and this 
will contribute, along with our mainstreaming equality approach and Equality Outcomes 
2017-2021, to the route-map towards our potential application for Athena Swan.   

The introduction of the Universities Innovation Fund (UIF) has increased our capacity to 
respond to business and industry needs and the innovative and entrepreneurial transitions 
from art school of our graduates.  We have refocused our research and doctoral studies 
activities through the integration of staff responsible for student and graduate enterprise 
and employability, with those who support research, knowledge exchange and Postgraduate 
Research.  This new configuration is helping to generate synergies between graduate 
enterprise initiatives and knowledge exchange, through more strategic industry 
relationships.   

We have continued to develop strategic relationships with our industry sectors – through a 
renewed organisational commitment to developing our important relationships in the 
creative economy, especially in Glasgow.  Through our initial work in mapping the City’s 
creative eco-system we have now appointed a full-time Creative Ecology Research Fellow.   
 
Early successes included targeted industry engagement events around the GSA degree show, 
which yielded interest in student projects and has already led to research and consultancy 
collaborations, an innovative approach to student incubation and GSA’s engagement at a 
city-level on the new Glasgow Partnership for Economic Growth. 
 
We are a significant part of Glasgow creative eco-system contributing to the city’s 
economic and cultural impact, its soft-power through our international activity and global 
reach, our knowledge exchange and cultural engagement. 
 
Priority 3: Internationally competitive and impactful research 
 
Our Commitment 
 
We will produce research that builds GSA’s reputation as an authority in our distinctive 
disciplines, that is regarded as internationally significant by our peers, that makes an 
important contribution to knowledge and which has impact 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
7 REF2014 
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Delivering on our commitment.  We will: 
 

• Achieve 75% of research active staff operating at a world-leading or international 
level, enhancing our position as one of the UK’s largest concentrations, and most 
impactful, researchers in the visual creative disciplines.  We will monitor our 
progress through a MOCK REF exercise mid-point during this Outcome Agreement  

• An increased number of staff from diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds and 
balanced gender split contributing to our research output.  This action links to our 
Equality Mainstreaming and Outcomes 2017-2021 (Outcome 5a) and our actions 
through years 1 – 3 of our HR Excellence in Research Action Plan HYPERLINKS HERE 

• Continue to invest our Research Excellence Grant in GSA Research Development 
Fund grants that support academic staff to produce research proposals, projects, 
outputs and partnerships; including through our Research Leave and Research 
Leadership schemes and continue to improve internal planning and support for the 
preparation of proposals, such as the availability and timing of peer review  

• Ensure that we continue to consider research capacity when recruiting new 
academic staff, and maintain professional development opportunities, especially 
for early career researchers  

• Increase our postgraduate research community, developing innovative routes and 
modes of study with regulations, supervision, processes and guidance that are fit-
for-purpose and achieve or exceed sector benchmarks  

• Maintain our commitment to Universities UK Concordat to Support Research 
Integrity reflected in our updated Research and Knowledge Exchange Ethics Code of 
Practice (2016)   

• Strategically invest in our areas of research excellence supporting collaboration with 
research partners across the UK, specifically: 

o Architecture, urbanism and the public sphere 
o Contemporary art and curating  
o Design innovation  
o Digital visualisation  
o Education in art, design and architecture  
o Health and wellbeing  
o Material culture  
o Sustainability 

• Collaborate with partners of quality to increase participation in RCUK, Innovate UK, 
Industrial strategy and Overseas Development funded research projects and other 
similarly competitive, high-prestige research funding schemes 

• Establish and support new areas of research excellence around Mackintosh and the 
Creative Economy, the latter through an AHRC bid in collaboration with the 
Universities of Glasgow, West of Scotland, Highlands and Islands and the Royal 
Conservatoire of Scotland  

• Engage and contribute to a Creative Industries Innovation Centre (or similar 
initiative pending outcome of SFC commissions reviews by EKOS) 

• Increase contributions where possible to RCUK strategic initiatives, such as the 
development of highlight notices, cross-disciplinary research, participation in 
sandpits, membership of panels etc 

• Maintain our nationally significant and internationally recognised archives, 
collections, Mackintosh Building and exhibitions programme as a core and accessible 
research asset and resource   

 
Case Study 5 – Antimicrobial Resistance  
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Measuring our progress   
 
Please see Measure of Progress on Page X for a full breakdown of our measure of progress 
against our commitments. 
 
 Info graphic showing progress to 2020/1 
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Priority 4: Effective knowledge exchange and innovation including excellent collaboration 
between universities and industry 
 
Our Commitment 
 
The ability to transform thinking, generate new knowledge and give shape and form to 
things that currently do not exist, are all the characteristics of the creative practitioner.  We 
are committed to creating the conditions to support creativity and innovation with our staff, 
students, industry and the third-sector. 
 
Delivering on our commitment.  We will: 

• Build better support for industry and the third-sector to collaborate with students 
and with research and knowledge exchange including a ‘single point of contact’ for 
all external engagement and simplified processes and systems 

• An annual research showcase, presenting city-wide to industry and the wider public 
the research output of our staff and doctoral students and its impact 

• The develop our CPD portfolio to support innovation and creativity out with the 
creative industry sectors through 60 credit post-graduate certificate courses 

• Engage with City and City-Region initiatives including inter-alia the Glasgow 
Partnership for Economic Growth, the Glasgow Urban Lab engagement with 
Development and Regeneration Glasgow City Council, Renfrewshire Council cultural 
and creativity strategy and Glasgow City Innovation Districts  

• Work collaboratively with the universities in Glasgow, public and private partners 
across the City, to support the needs of creative graduates through shared 
incubation, innovation and enterprise activities and work collaboratively across the 
sector as appropriate 

• Through our international and European partner, our campus in Singapore and 
office in the People’s Republic of China, maintain and extend the mobility of our 
staff and collaboration in cross-border research bids  

• Explore the potential and the benefits of collaborative appointment with industry 
through the Industry Professorships, doctoral students and other opportunities for 
industry/academia staff exchange 

• Continue the value both the social and cultural impact of innovation and the output 
of our staff and students as much as the economic 

• Continue to provide RDF Impact Fund to support academics to undertake impact 
generating activities, including dissemination to and partnership building with industry, 
development of CPD, prototyping and early proof-of-concept projects (supported by UIF) 

• Through Universities Scotland RCDG, identify collaborative activities with other HEIs 
to simplify access to academic expertise for companies and the innovation support 
that HEIs can provide  

• Develop a new portfolio of creative professional development programmes 
engaging with new audiences out with the creative industries 
 

Case Study 6 –  ISO and School of Simulation and Visualization  
 
Measuring our progress   
 
Please see Measure of Progress on Page X for a full breakdown of our measure of progress 
against our commitments. 
 
Info graphic showing progress to 2020/1  
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Priority 5: Ensuring provision of quality learning in Scottish higher education institutions, 
i.e. HE strategic futures, Quality Assurance and HE governance 
 
Our Commitment 
 
The Glasgow School of Art is a small, specialist institution with a global reputation and reach.  
We aim to maintain this unique position within Scottish and UK higher education through 
the quality of our studio-based teaching, learning and research but also the quality of our 
professional services and governance, our estates, digital infrastructure and our people.  
 
Delivering on our commitment.  We will: 
 

• Implement the outcomes of our work around preparedness for the UK’s withdrawal 
from the EU 

• Complete the Stow Building refurbishment and Mackintosh Restoration projects, 
opening in 2018 and 2019 respectively  

• Produce and commence implementation of a 10-year, academically-led, Estates 
Development Strategy  

• Continue to support GSA Sustainability and their work with students, staff and the 
wider community to deliver a holistic approach to sustainability across all areas of 
the GSA’s activity 

• Reduce our operating costs through efficiencies, new ways of working, shared 
services and increased income generation to release funding for investment 

• Introduced enhanced management information systems to better inform our 
strategies, operational performance and governance 

• Continue to ensure the highest levels of governance, health and safety and financial 
stability 

• Implement our Equality Mainstreaming and Outcomes 2017-2021 addressing actions 
across all protected characteristics across all areas of the GSA.  INSERT HYPERLINK  

• Engage with our City and City-Region initiatives including inter-alia: 
o Glasgow Partnership for Economic Growth 
o the development of Glasgow’s Innovation Districts 
o joint projects accessing industrial strategy and innovation funding 
o Glasgow Urban Lab engagement with Development and Regeneration 

Glasgow City Council 
o Renfrewshire Council and our partnership around Castlehead School 
o Our sister universities in West of Scotland and Colleges in Glasgow and the 

West of Scotland  
o Glasgow Life and Glasgow’s cultural and creative sectors through leadership 

in the Glasgow Partnership for Economic Growth 
o Strategic activity through Glasgow Mackintosh and the Visitor Tourism 

Strategy 
• Work closely with Highlands and Islands Enterprise on the continued growth and 

development of Glasgow School of Art Highlands and Islands Campus and regional 
city deals  

• Develop our relationship with Dumfries and Galloway College, The Crichton Trust, 
South of Scotland Development Agency and Borderlands Growth Deal   

• Reopen the Mackintosh Building in 2019 with a public exhibition which shares the 
restoration project with public, professional and schools audiences  

 
Case Study 7 – GSA Highlands and Islands  
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Measuring our progress   
 
Please see Measure of Progress on Page X for a full breakdown of our measure of progress 
against our commitments. 
 
Info graphic showing progress to 2020/1 
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Measuring Progress 
 
Measures 1 and 2 
 
Our progress set out below relates to the number of funded places available to the GSA at 
this time.  It reflects what we can do within the current funding envelope but does not reflect 
our ambitions to widen access, articulation and the contribution our graduates make to the 
economic skills needs of Scotland.  Where additional funding and funded places have been 
made available, the GSA has shown the transformational impact this can have.   
 

  2015-16 
baseline 

2018-19 
milestone 

2019-20 
milestone 

2020-21 
Target 

Measure 1: Articulation - The number and proportion of Scotland-domiciled learners articulating from 
college to degree level courses with advanced standing* 
Scotland-domiciled HN entrants from college to UG programs  65 80 82 84 
Scotland-domiciled HN entrants from college to UG programs 
with advanced standing  25 40 42 44 

Proportion of Scotland-domiciled HN entrants articulating with 
Advanced Standing  38% 50% 51% 52% 

*Figures are based on current funded places and enrolments and not our ambition to be met through additional funded places. 

Measure 2: Deprivation - The number and proportion of Scotland-domiciled undergraduate entrants 
from the 20% and 40% most deprived postcodes** 
Total number of SDUEs with known postcode:  186 186 186 186 
2a: SDUEs from 20% (0-20%) most deprived postcodes (FTE) 28 60 65 65 

 Proportion of SDUEs from 20% most deprived postcodes 14.9% 32.2% 34.9% 34.9% 
2b: SDUEs from 40% (0-40%) most deprived postcodes (FTE)  58 75 77 80 

 Proportion of SDUEs from 40% most deprived postcodes  30.9% 40.3% 41.3% 43% 
** Calculations are based on the above baseline of 186 total entrants supplied by SFC. GSA has set targets that would allow us to exceed COWA 
targets and maintain the momentum built up over the last 4 years. Percentages may shift year to year depending on new entrants which can 
vary. 
Additional CoWA measures – The proportion of full-time first degree entrants from the 20% most deprived 
postcodes 

 Total number of full-time first degree entrants 186 186 186 186 
 Number of full-time first degree entrants from 20 most 

deprived postcodes 27 26 28 29 

 Proportion of full-time first degree entrants from 20% 
most deprived postcodes 14.6% 14.1% 15% 15.4% 

Measure 3: SHEP Schools - The number and proportion of Scotland-domiciled undergraduate entrants 
from the SHEP schools (i.e. schools with consistently low rates of progression to higher education) 

Total SDUEs 189 186 186 186 
Number of SDUEs from SHEP schools 9 10 12 14 

Proportion of SDUE from SHEP Schools 4.8%  5% 7% 8% 
Measure 4: Protected Characteristics - The number and proportion of Scotland-domiciled 
undergraduate entrants by different protected characteristic groups and care leavers  
Total SDUEs 189 186 186 186 
Gender 

     Number of Male SDUEs 67 >67 >67 >67 
     Number of Female SDUEs 121 <121 <121 <121 

     Number of Other SDUEs 1  ≥1  ≥1  ≥1 
     Male Proportion 35.4% >35.4% >35.4% >35.4% 

     Female Proportion 64.0% <64.0% <64.0% <64.0% 
     Other Proportion 0.5% ≥0.5% ≥0.5% ≥0.5% 
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Age 
     Number of Under 21 SDUEs 127 ≈127 ≈127 ≈127 

     Number of 21 and over SDUEs 62 ≈62 ≈62 ≈62 
     Under 21 Proportion 67.2% ≈67.2% ≈67.2% ≈67.2% 

     21 and over Proportion 32.8% ≈32.8% ≈32.8% ≈32.8% 
Ethnicity 

     Number of White SDUEs 172 ≈172 ≈172 ≈172 
     Number of BME SDUEs 17 >17 >17 >17 

     Number of SDUEs with unknown Ethnicity 0 0 0 0 
     Proportion - White 91% <91% <91% <91% 

     Proportion - BME 9% >9% >9% >9% 
     Proportion - Other 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Disability 
     Number - No Known Disability  154 ≈154 ≈154 ≈154 

     Number - Disability 35 ≈35 ≈35 ≈35 
     Number - Not known/refused 0 0 0 0 

     Proportion - No Known Disability 81.5% ≈81.5% ≈81.5% ≈81.5% 
     Proportion - Disability 18.5% ≈18.5% ≈18.5% ≈18.5% 

     Proportion - Not known/refused 0% 0 0 0 
Care Leavers 

     Number - Care Leaver 0 3 4 4 
     Proportion - Care Leaver 0% 1.6% 2% 2% 

Measure 5: Retention by Protected Characteristics - The number and proportion of full-time first year 
Scotland-domiciled entrants from different characteristic groups returning to study in year two 
Deprivation     

     MD20 full-time first year SDUE 42 ≈42 ≈42 ≈42 
     MD20 full-time first year SDUE Retained 40 >40 >40 >40 

     Proportion MD20 retained 95.2% >95% >95% >95% 
     MD20/40 full-time first year SDUE 70 ≈77 ≈77 ≈77 

     MD20/40 full-time first year SDUE Retained 66 >72 >72 >72 
     Proportion MD20/40 retained 94.3% >94% >94% >94% 

Gender      
     Male entrants 63 ≈63 ≈63 ≈63 

     Males Retained 62 ≈62 ≈62 ≈62 
     Proportion of Males retained 98.4% ≈98.4% ≈98.4% ≈98.4% 

     Female entrants 115 ≈115 ≈115 ≈115 
     Females Retained 109 >109 >109 >109 

     Proportion of Females retained 94.8% >94.8% >94.8% >94.8% 
 Age     

     Under 21 Entrants 106 ≈106 ≈106 ≈106 
     Under 21s Retained 104 ≈104 ≈104 ≈104 

     Proportion of Under 21s retained 98.1% ≈98.1% ≈98.1% ≈98.1% 
     21 and over Entrants 74 ≈74 ≈74 ≈74 
     21 and over Retained 69 >69 >69 >69 

     Proportion of 21 and over retained 93.2% >93.2% >93.2% >93.2% 
 Ethnicity     

     Entrants - White 158 <158 <158 <158 
     White - Retained 151 >151 >151 >151 

     Proportion retained - white 95.6% >95.6% >95.6% >95.6% 
     Entrants - BME 19 >19 >19 >19 
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     BME - Retained 19 ≈19 ≈19 ≈19 
     Proportion retained - BME 100% ≈100% ≈100% ≈100% 

     Entrants - Ethnicity not known 3 ≈3 ≈3 ≈3 
     Not known/refused - Retained 0  0  0  0 

     Proportion retained - Ethnicity not known 100%  100%  100%  100% 
Disability     

     Entrants - No Known Disability 143 ≈143 ≈143 ≈143 
     No Known Disability - Retained 137 ≈137 ≈137 ≈137 

     Proportion retained - No Known Disability 95.8% ≈95.8% ≈95.8% ≈95.8% 
     Entrants - Disability 37 ≈37 ≈37 ≈37 
     Disability - Retained 36 ≈36 ≈36 ≈36 

     Proportion retained - Disability 97.3% ≈97.3% ≈97.3% ≈97.3% 
     Entrants - Not known/refused 0 0 0 0 
     Not known/refused - Retained 0 0 0 0 

     Proportion retained - not known/refused 0 0 0 0 
 Care Leavers    

     Entrants - Care Leavers 0 3 4 4 
     Care Leavers Retained 0 3 4 4 

     Proportion retained - Care Leavers 0% 100% 100% 100% 
 
Scottish Government strategic priority: High quality learning in a learning system which is 
seamlessly connected for the learner, including learning which prepares people well for 
the world of work, prioritising provision that meets known skills gaps in the economy: 
 

  2015-16 
baseline 

2018-19 
milestone 

2019-20 
milestone 

2020-21 
Target 

Measure 6: Retention - The number and proportion of full-time first year Scotland-domiciled 
undergraduate entrants returning to study in year two 

Total number of full-time first year SDUE (based on a no-
change position to SFC funded places/numbers of SDUE) 180 180 180 180 

Number of full-time first year SDUE retained 173 171 171 171 
Proportion retained 96.1% 95% 95% 95% 

Measure 7: Satisfaction - The difference (+/-) from the individual institution's benchmark figure for 
students satisfied with the overall quality of their course of study in the National Student Survey 

% Satisfaction 74% 80% 83% 85% 
% Benchmark 80% 83% 83% 83% 

% +/- -9% -3% 0% +2% 
 
Measure 8: STEM - The number and proportion of Scotland-domiciled undergraduate entrants to 
STEM courses  

Proportion of SDUE to STEM courses 0% Subject to change due to programme 
development during period of OA Number of SDUEs to STEM courses 0 

Total SDUEs 189 186 186 186 
Measure 9a: Graduate Destinations - The number and proportion of Scotland-domiciled graduates 
entering positive destinations  

Eligible population (based on a no-change position to SFC funded 
places and our numbers of SDG) TBC TBC TBC TBC 

Proportion of graduates in positive destinations TBC TBC TBC TBC 
Number of graduates in positive destinations TBC TBC TBC TBC 

Measure 9b: Graduate Destinations - The number and proportion of Scotland-domiciled graduates 
entering professional occupations  
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Eligible population (the number of Scotland-domiciled 
respondents) 

TBC TBC TBC TBC 

Proportion of graduates in professional occupations  TBC TBC TBC TBC 
Number of graduates in professional occupations  TBC TBC TBC TBC 

 
Scottish Government priority: internationally competitive and impactful research 
 

  2015-16 
baseline 

2018-19 
milestone 

2019-20 
milestone 

2020-21 
Target 

Measure 10: The number of research postgraduate students 
RPG students 31 36 38 40 

Measure 11: Total income from the UK Research Councils  
RCUK income £0 £441k £463k £486k 

Measure 12: Total research income from all sources 
Research income £m £0 £3,793 £3,982 £4,181 

 
Scottish Government priority: effective knowledge exchange and innovation including 
excellent collaboration between universities and industry 
 

  2015-16 
baseline 

2018-19 
milestone 

2019-20 
milestone 

2020-21 
Target 

Measure 13: IVs - The number of SFC innovation Vouchers (IVs), Follow-on IVs and H2020 IVs 
 Innovation Vouchers (IVs) 2 7 7 7 

 Follow-on IVs 0 1 1 1 
Measure 14: UIF - Individual HEI UIF progress measures and sector wide reporting 
Institutions should attach a submission to their Outcome Agreement outlining their plans for use of 
their UIF allocation in support of individual and national outcomes.  Institutions should also continue to 
complete the annual Higher Education Business and Community Interaction (HE-BCI) survey 
 
Scottish Government priority: ensuring provision of quality learning in Scottish higher 
education institutions, i.e. HE strategic futures, Quality Assurance and HE Governance 
 

  2015-16 
baseline 

2018-19 
milestone 

2019-20 
milestone 

2020-21 
Target 

Measure 15: Carbon - Gross carbon footprint (3-year period) *** 
Tones CO2e  3,534 3,452 3,630 3,400 

*** Due to the current configuration, planned changes and growth of our estate, we anticipate that our total tonnes of C02e will increase over 
the period.  Our ambition would be to see a decrease in the tonnes C02e per square meter of estate achieved through energy efficiency 
measures, building maintenance/refurbishment, disposals and new buildings. 
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GSA Planning 2018 -2021

At the December Board of Governors meeting we outlined a draft structure for GSA’s 2018-21 plan, 
introducing a broad set of core objectives and opportunities for development.  The outline plan has 
also been discussed with the Executive Group and has been presented at an all staff meeting.  
Further discussion with staff and students will take place later in February.  The latest iteration of 
this plan is attached to this briefing note (A3 copies will be available at the Board of Governors Away 
Day meeting). 

At the Board of Governors Away Day on Monday 5 February, we will have an opportunity to 
explore the 2018-21 plan in more detail and consider progress with each of its elements.  Two very 
specific points that have emerged from conversations since December that could be usefully 
discussed at the Board of Governors Away Day are:

1. Whether during 2018-21 it would be useful to prioritise one or two issues?  Two suggested 
themes that cut across all aspect of GSA’s operations might be:

o Developing GSA’s contribution to creativity in society and the economy (at a local, 
national and International level)

o Developing GSA’s understanding and support for existing and future career paths of its 
graduates

2. Whether we do need to consider where the 2018-21 plan will take GSA in the longer term? 

o Will GSA remain a Small Specialist Institution (SSI)? 
It is suggested that GSA will continue to be a SSI, focused on creative education and 
research.  Glasgow based student numbers will probably increase by 10% to 2650 during 
the 2018-21 planning period, but this will be considered growth in particular 
programmes of study such as Simulation & Visualisation, Innovation and PGT provision.

o Will other discipline areas become part of its offer? 
It is suggested that GSA remains very open minded about future discipline development 
– during 2018-21, GSA needs to focus on consolidating its Simulation & Visualisation and 
Innovation offer.  During this period, however, new areas may well begin to emerge for 
development, based on GSA’s 2018-21 development platforms. 

o What other ambitions will become defined during the period? 
To underpin GSA’s commitment to student employability and to position itself as a 
driver of creativity in the economy and society, a new narrative could be developed. This 
will help define future estates developments, support fundraising efforts and will 
influence decisions on future staffing and curriculum. 

o What other longer-term questions should GSA be considering?
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18-21 Planning Update: Feb 2018

Glasgow (current)Our Ambition:

To be a global leader in studio-based learning and research,
collaborating locally, nationally and internationally, transforming
thinking by developing creative approaches with new audiences.

Our Values:

Disruption:
encouraging critical thinking and experimentation
Diversity:
in our students and staff, thought and outlook
Responsibility:
to our planet, each other and those we work with
Place:
our heritage, traditions and our locations
Collaboration
with our students, colleagues and external partners

15-18 Plan 18-21 Plan: GSA Core

15-18 Achievements
- Substantial work on Mackintosh recovery & restoration
- First Year Experience (FYE) under development for Sep 2019
- Stow acquition and refurbishment
- Mackintosh Campus Appeal (MCA) launched - £25 million raised
- Blythswood House development - extra 200 beds & GSA Office s
- Highlands Campus opened
- Growth in PGT programme portfolio
- Ambitious RUK & Int recruitment targets achieved at UG & PGT level
- 25% growth in PhD student numbers
- Growth in turnover from £31.8 million to £36.1 million
- Security of employment for 400+ staff
- Research successes: 3D Human, AMR projects, DHI, KTPs,
- launch and 40% growth of Open Studio classes
- fulfil

m
e nt of wi deni ng access MD2 0 tar get s

- ‘Associate student’ articulation partnerships with Clyde & Forth Valley
- Upgrades in systems & support: itrent, canvas, TSD, staff survey etc
- New senior posts: 4 new HoS, DD(A), DD(I), HoR, HoL&T, DirF&R
- launch of Innovation School
- launch of School of Simulation & Visualisation
- Devlopment of new UG programmes
- Top 20 Art School in QS World Rankings 2015/2016/2017

Ongoing Challenges
- Student experience needs improving (poor NSS)
- GSA not achieving adequate surplus for reinvestment
- More support needed for managing change within GSA
- More investment needed in estate, facilities, staffin

g

and syst ems
- Growth demanded by fla

t
-cash year -on- year fundi ng from SFC

- Demanding external lanscape: BREXIT2019, REF2021, KEF, TEF3,
ELIR2019, QAA Changes, HE Governance (Scotland), OfS (England),
ongoing challanges of UKVI, GDPR, CMA, SFC Outcome Agreement
Changes

Our Purpose:
To be a global leader in creative education.

Our Values:
Disruption:
encouraging critical thinking and experimentation
Diversity:
in our students and staff, thought and outlook
Responsibility:
to our planet, each other and those we work with
Place:
our heritage, traditions and our locations
Collaboration
with our students, colleagues and external partners

Our 18-21 Core Themes
Student Employability & Enterprise
Creativity in the Economy & Society (Locally, Nationally & Globally)

18-21 Aims for GSA’s core activit ies

Students
- improve student representation & feedback
- enhance curriculum & student support in response to changes
in creative practices and changes in student needs & aspirations.
(Digital/Enterprise/Internationalisation/Sustainability etc)
- enhance delivery, assessment & feedback.

Staff
- Improve staff induction, staff development & internal communication
- improve the systems and planning processes within GSA
- ensure GSA is a fair and responsive organisation

Knowledge
- Align archives/exhibitions/alumni etc with GSA’s purpose & themes
- Optimise GSA’s REF return & R income, prepare for KEF
- Develop new connections between research, scholarship & teaching

Finances
- Increase turnover of GSA’s core by 10% through considered growth
- Revise annual budgeting process (to create surplus for investment)
- Develop new fund raising appeal as current appeal concludes

Estates
- Conclude Stow and Mack projects & begin next estates projects
- Consider new ways of using estates spaces and infrastructure
- Develop a 2030 Estates Plan

Messaging
- Focus on communicating GSA’s purpose & values
- Communicate disciplinary voice to disciplinary audiences
- Develop a clear narrative & evidence for GSA and the creative
economy/creative ecosystem - Glasgow/Scotland/UK/Global

Glasgow Partners
- Glasgow Organisations: GL/GFT/CCA etc.
- Glasgow Unis: GU, SU, RCS, GCal, UWS
- Glasgow FE Colleges
- Glasgow City Council - City Deal
- Glasgow Businesses Creative/Other
- Glasgow Chamber of Commerce
- Scottish Government / UK Government
- Renfrewshire Council (Paisley 2021)

Glasgow Opportunities
- Local enterprise opportunities for students
- Glasgow Global City [AHRC Bid with GU/RCS]
- Paisley 2021 projects [DCMS Bid]
- Glasgow Creative District [GSA/RCS etc]
- Centre for Digital Creative Practices [Stow]
- Glasgow Circular Economy
- Glasgow Cultural & Creative Economy
- Glasgow Mackintosh Heritage Offer

Highlands (current)

Singapore (SE Asia)

China

Platforms for development - GSA’s places

Platforms for development - GSA’s offer

Highlands Partners
- HIE/SFC/SG/SDS/UKG
- UHI [UHI Colleges]
- Highlands Businesses Creative/Other
- Highlands NHS/Council etc
- Potentially RCS and other HEIs
- Potentially Moray Region City Deal
- Scottish Government
- Potentially Borders

Singapore Partners
- SIT (Singapore Institute of Technology)
- Singapore Design Council/EDB
- British Council
- UK & Scottish Government

- New SE Asia partners needed?

Digital
Health
Institute

CFP
(HIE)

MDes
Pathways

Multiple
Student
Teaching
Research
& Project
Relationships

R Projects
[Leapfrog etc]

BDes
ComDes

BDes
ID

GSA

GSA

Open Studio (Current)
- Adult classes & children’s courses
- Portfolio preparation classses
- Widening participation programmes
- Pre-sessional English programme (PSE)
- International Foundation Programme (IFP)

Research (Current)
- Participation in DHI/SFC & DTP initiatives
- Some RCUK funding (AHRC & EPSRC)
- Some Innovate funding (KTPs &IVs)
- Some industry funding (Sim-Vis)

Open Studio Opportunities
- Broader courses offer [more digital, innovation]
- Mackintosh Building summer programme
- Castlehead School Opportunity
- Open Studio from GSA Platforms (Altyre etc)
- Continued evolution IFP & PSE Programmes

DHI2?

CFP2?
(HIE)

UG/PGT
Pathways

- Retreat
- Intense
Collaboration

GSA

Research Opportunities
- Positioning GSA in future DHI/IC/SFC agenda
- Engagement with UKRI & Industrial Strategy
- Position GSA in Creative Economy R Agenda
- New KE models & New PhD models

Enterprise (Current)
- GSA commercial: CAT, GSAE etc
- Some project activity with students

PGT Offer (Current)
- Growing portfolio of PGT at GSA in
Design, SimVis, Innovation and Fine Art

GSA

Winter School
Conferences etc

China Activity
- Quality relationships with Chinese HEIs:
LAFA (SoFA/SoD), Harbin (MSA), CAFA
(MSA, SoD, SoFA), Tsinghua (SOFA, SoD,
MSA, SV), GAFA (SoD) etc
- Student recruitment (125 students)
- Erasmus + agreements
- 1+1+1 articulations

GSA

Cross-GSA
Glasgow
Platforms

Open
Studio

Highlands Opportunities
- Create a portfolio of activities involving more
of GSA’s discipline base: Student Projects
Research projects, UG/PGT activities, summer
and winter schools, Open Studio activities,
bespoke activities for rural distributed context.
Help HIE with their international ambition.
- Use expertise developed in the Highlands to
work with Borders/Crichton/Dumfries

Enterprise Opportunities
- Greater fin

a

nci al cont ribut ion from act ivi ties
- New platforms for student enterprise/employability

PGT Opportunities
- New PGT offer from collective GSA expertise
- 60 credit PGCert offer - 2x1wk T + project

SG/SEAsia Opportunities
- Negotiate ongoing BDes ComDes & BDes ID
programmes with SIT beyond 2021
- Add a 3rd UG pathway - tuned to SG economy
- Develop PG offer with SIT, possibly PGCert
- Develop R projects and wider GSA activity

- Develop GSA Sinagpore as hub to SE Asia
(Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, Malayasia etc)

UG Offer:
SFC
RUK
Int

PSE

Open Studio

PGT (12mths)

PGT (24mths)

PhD

R RCUK

R KE-KTP etc

R Other

Schools

Articulations

China Opportunities
- More student exchange opportunities
- More activity in Hong Kong / Taiwan
- More articulations (1+1+1) etc
- R projects (UKRI China funding)
- More relationships across GSA disciplines
- New China Platform for GSA - depending
on opportunities (Ningbo/Shanghai etc)

PGT Int
PGT Home

PGT EU

UG Int
UG EU

UG Home
UG RUK

IFP
PSE

Targets   GSA Core
& KPIs

Growth
Opportunit ies

UG Programmes
Run with SIT
(220 Students)

BDes
ComDes

BDes
ID

GSA

‘3rd’
BDes

New
PGCert

60 Credits ???
(2x1 wk Blocks)
- Vietnam, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia Etc

GSA
Offer?

18-21 Planning Documents

18/19 19/20 20/21
School Plans

Innovation
Fine Art

MSA
Sim Vis
Design

Student
Staff
REF

ELIR
Estates
Other ...

Time-line for GSA Core

GSA Core
Risk 1
Risk 2
Risk 3

Platforms
Risk 1
Risk 2

Risk Register

18-21
Plan

18/19 19/20 20/21

Next steps:Jan/Feb18 consultation with staff and students - Feb 18 consultation at BoGAway-Day
Draft andTimeline/Risk Register/Targets for GSAto Mar18 BoGfor Approval - FinalVersion released May 18

Interdisciplinary PGT
- MSc Urban Visualisation?
- MSc Heritage Innovation?
- MDes Mackintosh Studies?
- GSA:GU PGT Programmes?
- Etc, etc

S3

S2

S1

60 Credits

20 20 20

20 20 20

GSA Professional
Practice PGCert

Accessible Short Courses
2x5days + 8 week project

- VR Creative Practices?
- Design Thinking Practices?
- Material Culture?
- Curation for artists?
- Etc, etc

GSA

Student
Recruitment
1+1+1
Articulations

R Projects

UG?
PGT?

Possibily some
form of delivery
platform?

New R
Projects

V5.0- 1-2-18

Fold
Out
Plan

SFC/GSA
18-21
Outcome
Agreement
& KPIs

The 2015-2018 Plan

Other International International Activity
- GSA recruits students from 85 countries
- GSA has 75 International Partnerships

International Opportunities
GSA seeks to build new high quality global
partnerships
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Glasgow School of Art’s (GSA) Relationship with the University of Glasgow (UoG)  
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What does GSA’s current relationship with UoG involve? 
GSA has always had many interactions with the University of Glasgow; the original Foulis Academy, 
the forerunner of Glasgow School of Art, was initially housed within the University of Glasgow in the 
18th Century.  
 
GSA’s more formal relationship with UoG began in 1993.  Historically GSA’s taught degrees were 
validated by the CNAA (Council for National Academic Awards).  When this body was disbanded in 
1992, GSA had to find an alternative way to validate its qualifications and through discussion it was 
agreed that the UoG would validate and award its taught and research degrees.  The relationship 
with the UoG was acknowledged as strong and in 1996/1997 the UoG conferred Accredited 
Institution status on GSA.   
 
Whilst the UoG delegates a considerable amount of the management of Quality Assurance (QA) to 
the GSA, GSA does have to ensure its QA policies and procedures align with the UoG and approval 
has to be given by the Senate of the UoG for changes in GSA’s programme arrangements, for 
example, external examiner appointments, new programme approvals etc.   GSA awards UoG 
degrees, these are conferred by UoG at graduation ceremonies held in the University’s Bute Hall, 
presided over by a senior representative of the UoG.  (A senior representative of the UoG is also 
present at GSA graduations held in Singapore).  
 
Since 1992 a number of very successful joint programmes have been initiated with the UoG, for 
example BEng Product Design Engineering (PDE) (established 1992); MSc Medical Visualisation 
(MedVis)(established 2012);  MLitt Curatorial Practice (established 2013) (CurPrac);  MSc Product 
Design Engnieering (established 2012). The BEng/MEng in Engineering with Architecture (established 
1995) and the MSc in Business Management & Innovation (established 2013) are taught with 
teaching input from the GSA.  
 
The relationship with the UoG gives GSA students studying on joint programmes (PDE, MedVis, 
CurPrac) and GSA research students (PhD & MPhil students) full access to facilities at UoG (library 
and sports facilities).  GSA PGT students also have full access to library facilities at the UoG.  
Currently all other GSA undergraduate students do not have full library access at UoG or access to 
UoG sports facilities. 
 
GSA staff are formally recorded as being teachers of the UoG.  Readerships and Personal Chairs are 
awarded to GSA staff through the UoG (applications have to be assessed and approved by the UoG 
Readership & Personal Chair Committees).  Honorary degrees (conferred at GSA graduation 
ceremonies also have to be agreed by the UoG).  
 
Over the last 18 months GSA and UoG have been working on a new Memorandum of Agreement 
(MoA) which will be signed in March/April 2018.  This has involved a considerable amount of work 
reviewing the relationship associated with the numerous joint programmes.  A great deal of the 
paperwork that supports these partnerships has been written at different points of time, in different 
formats and with different arrangements regarding decision making, financial arrangements etc.  As 
part of this review process an ongoing ‘annual fee’ covering the cost of UoG’s ‘services’ to GSA has 
been agreed.  This will be  for 2017/18 and will then increase by RPI over the next 5 years (the 
fee was  in 2016/17).  This ‘fee’ covers tangible costs such as the cost of providing GSA PGR 
and PGT students with access to UoG library facilities, the cost of hiring the Bute Hall for graduations 
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etc, and also covers the more intangible cost of UoG officers and committees scrutinising and 
approving GSA’s programmes and appointments.  
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GSA’s 2030 Estates Plan 
 
Over the last ten years, GSA has been working through a series of estates projects, these include: 
 

• Library refurbishment (completed 2013) 
• Haldane Building refurbishment (completed 2013) 
• Reid Building (completed 2014) 
• Post Mackintosh Fire, short-term decants: Tontine, McLellan Galleries, Fleming House, 

Blythswood House, Whisky Bond (completed 2014)  
• Blythswood House Hall of Residence (completed 2015) 
• Altyre Campus (completed 2017) 
• Stow Building (to be completed 2018) 
• Mackintosh Restoration (to be completed 2019) 

 
This work represents a £150 million investment over an eight-year period.  There is still much to be 
done, however, to create a consolidated, efficient, high quality GSA estate that meets future staff 
and student needs.  Over the next six months a 2030 Estates Plan will be developed to support 
future development.  Attached to this briefing paper are some notes describing the current estate 
and questions that GSA might chose to explore.  These are based on work completed by Fiona 
Duggan Associates on behalf of GSA during the autumn of 2017. 
 
Key issues that could be usefully discussed at the Board of Governors Away Day, that might be 
considered as part of this holistic estates plan, include: 
 
1. What is the narrative driving GSA’s 2030 Estates Plan? 

GSA needs to consider its future estates needs as part of a bigger narrative about the 
Institution’s future ambitions.  For example, GSA’s commitment to the student experience and 
student employability and its wish to position itself as a driver of creativity in the economy and 
society (particularly in Glasgow).  
 

2. What are the future accommodation needs of staff and students? 
• GSA will continue its commitment to studio based teaching.  The other spaces associated 

with the student experience and quality learning and research do, however, need more 
attention, for example, seminar rooms, break-out rooms, Open Studio facilities, technical 
infrastructure, social spaces, spaces for collaboration and exhibition. 

• GSA needs to review future student residence requirements.  Margaret Macdonald House 
will require refurbishment, future needs of GSA students need to be understood. 

• GSA needs to consider its preferred modes of future staff working.  The open-plan office 
environment in Blythswood House has proved effective for Professional Support Staff – this 
approach needs to be adopted more broadly.  
 

3. What pragmatic decisions must be made about investment and disinvestment? 
• Practical decisions must be made on a building-by-building basis, on whether to release-or-

refurbish, eg, Bourdon, Barnes, McLellan Galleries, JD Kelly & Richmond Buildings 
•  

 
 

• GSA needs to construct a 2030 Estates Plan that is backed by a clear funding plan. 
 

4. What other issues should GSA be considering?  
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space overview 
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the brief 
 
GSA has set a clear strategic direction for the immediate  
years ahead. It wishes to ensure its estate supports this  
strategic direction both efficiently and effectively. FiD  
was asked to assist GSA carry out an initial scoping  
exercise to assess current provision and identify  
priorities for future development. This information will  
then become the starting point to prepare the client brief  
for an estate masterplan strategy. 
 

The activities involved include: 
- Acquiring estate overview via walkabout. 
- Acquiring academic/organisational overview via  

interviews covering variety of perspectives. 
- Reviewing available information, including academic  

portfolio, student numbers, staff numbers, space data. 

- Reviewing precedents of space types and uses. 
 
The work was carried out in October 2017 and this  
document provides a summary for discussion. 

introduction 
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observations 

GSA is made up of 2,435 students and 400 staff fte. 

Practice is currently organised across 5 schools, 2 of 
which are less than two years old. 

There is also Open Studio provision which is a mix of 
evening, weekend and vacation courses with 1,500 
students (headcount) which is forecast to grow 
further. 

question 

In what ways is practice likely to develop? 

practice overview 

mackintosh school of architecture 
- Practice is changing (more peer learning, shared projects, noise). 
- Based in Bourdon since 1978. 
- Studio space needs to evolve to support this. 
- 468 student fte (19% of total). 
 

school of fine art 
- Practice is mostly individual, with some collaboration, currently shifting from digital back to materiality. 
- Dispersed across several locations (Until Stow building comes on stream). 
- Relationship between studio and technical resources needs attention. 
- 701 student fte (29% of total). 
 

school of design 
- Practice is diverse. 
- Located in Reid and other buildings. Reid is liked by users and applicants, although some challenging aspects around light and acoustics. 
- Better access is required to technical resources. 
- 853 student fte (35% of total). 
 

school of simulation visualisation 
- School is one year old. 
- Practice covers heritage, medical, sound & moving image, etc. 
- Remoteness of Hub location is an issue. 
- 81 student fte (3% of total) 
 

school of innovation 
- School is 3 months old. 
- Practice ranges from traditional product design through to systems design. 
- Operates across rural (Forres) and city sites. 
- 228 student fte (9% of total). 
 

open studio 
- Well established non (leisure)  and pre-degree programmes 
- Mix of part-time, evening, weekend and vacation courses 
- Small amount of dedicated space but uses space across school in negotiation with departments 
- 1,500 students (headcount) and growing 
 
Student numbers exclude Singapore.  Also exclude leave of absence, resit without attendance and withdrawals (total 138). 
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observations 

The programme portfolio is becoming more 
reflective of contemporary creativity. 

The number of taught postgraduate programmes is 
growing. 

The number of interdisciplinary programmes is 
planned to grow.                                      

The open studio offering is likely to increase both on 
and off campus including more pre-degree provision 
outwith core term times. 

GSA Singapore may give rise to other similar  
international initiatives, which may inform local/global  
ways of being. 

Moderate growth is anticipated, primarily taught 
postgraduate and postgraduate research with some 
growth at undergraduate primarily through new 
programme developments in school of simulation and 
visualisation and innovation school. 

question 

What will programme portfolio look like in 10 years time? 

programme overview 

graduate programmes 
- architecture (diploma) 
- architecture by conversion 
- architectural studies 
- communication design 
- curatorial practice (contemporary art) 
- design innovation & … 
- … citizenship 
- … collaborative creativity 
- … environmental design 
- … interaction design 
- … service design 
- … transformation design 
- doctoral study 
- environmental architecture 
- fashion & textiles 
- graphics illustration photography 
- interior design 
- international heritage visualisation 
- international mgt & design innovation 
- master of fine art 
- master of letters fine art practice 
- master of research 
- medical visualisation & human anatomy 
- pg cert learn & teach 
- pg cert supervision 
- product design engineering 
- serious games & virtual reality 
- sound for moving image 

undergraduate programmes 
- 3d modelling 
- architecture (bachelor) 
- communication design 
- engineering with architecture 
- fashion design 
- fine art photography 
- games & virtual reality 
- interaction design 
- interior design 
- international foundation 
- painting & printing 
- portfolio preparation 
- product design 
- product design engineering 
- sculpture & environmental art 
- silversmithing & jewellery 
- sound for moving image 
- textile design 

study options 
- foundation 
- undergraduate 
- graduate 
- doctoral 
- open studio 
- study abroad 
- gsa singapore 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Based on website information  
and discussions with staff. 
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observations 
 

GSA is made up of 2,435 students. 
 
The balance between undergraduate and postgraduate  
students is 3:1. 
 
Growth in student numbers will most likely focus on  
programmes within School of Simulation Visualisation  
and Institute of Design Innovation, postgraduate  
programmes across all 5 practice areas and  
international partnerships. 
 
The balance between academic/technical and support  
staff is almost 1:1. 
 
There is also Open Studio provision which is a mix of 
evening, weekend and vacation courses with 1,500 
students (headcount) which is forecast to grow further.  
This activity allows for the utilisation of space during 
non core time. 
 

people overview 

students summary schools staff + students staff fte stud fte 

- undergraduate 1,818 75% - mackintosh school of architecture 35.5 20% 468 19% 
- postgraduate 617 25% - school of fine art 32.1 18% 701 29% 
- total students 2,702 100% - school of design 54.5 31% 853 35% 

- school of simulation visualisation 25.6 15% 81 3% 
- institute of design innovation 27.1 16% 228 9% 

staff fte summary 
- academic 157 39% 
- technical 46 11% 
- support 193 48% 
- away 4 1% 
- total staff fte 400   100% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on information provided by GSA  
Student numbers exclude Singapore and Open 
Studio.  Also exclude leave of absence, resit 
without attendance and withdrawals (total 138). 

- International 
- Central research 
- Continuing Education 
- total schools students + staff 
 

 

centre staff 
- technical support 
- learning resources 
- teach & learn 
- research 
- forum for critical inquiry 
- continuing education 
- student support 
- directorate 
- registry 
- finance 
- technology 
- marketing 
- development 
- human resources 
- policy & governance 
- health & safety 
- other projects 
- estates 
- total central support staff fte 

0.0 0% 19 1% 
0.0 0% 13 1% 
0.0 0% 72 3% 

174.8    100% 2,435   100% 
 
 

staff fte 
34.7 15% 
20.2 9% 

6.0 3% 
11.5 5% 
12.2 5% 
11.3 5% 

9.2 4% 
8.6 4% 
8.3 4% 
7.6 3% 

11.0 5% 
14.8 7% 

3.5 2% 
8.9 4% 
4.8 2% 
2.0 1% 
4.6 2% 

45.0 20% 
224.0   100% 
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space types 
- studio+crit 

sqm nua 
14,500 

% 
36% 

- staff space 4,700 12% 
- workshop 3,750 9% 
- teach+learn 3,300 8% 
- amenities 2,200 5% 
- storage 2,100 5% 
- commercial 1,200 3% 
- library 700 2% 
- research 500 1% 
- unallocated (stow) 7,184 18% 

glasgow 40,134 100% 
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space users 
- schools 

sqm nua 
16,800 

% 
41% 

- support functions 4,300 11% 
- technical services 4,300 10% 
- continuing education 1,000 2% 
- student association 650 2% 
- whisky bond 500 1% 
- commercial 250 1% 
- international foundation 100 0% 
- unallocated * 12,934 32% 

glasgow 40,134 100% 

* mclellan (part), stow 

Note that when Stow comes on stream the space above will reduce by 5,030sqm 
when Fine Art vacate Tontine 

observations 
 

New types of spaces are required to support: 
- expanding discipline areas, 
- changing modes of practice, 
- pre and non degree activity, 
- increasing focus on research and entrepreneurship. 
 

A specialist resources strategy is required to address: 
- practice needs, 
- enhanced access, 
- optimum locations. 
 

Central support resources required include: 
- better lecture/seminar provision including studio-based, 
- enhanced staff work space, 
- more amenity space. 

 

questions 

What space types should be provided in what quantities?  
How should these spaces be allocated and managed? 

space overview 

Based on information provided by GSA. 
Numbers rounded for convenience. 

Note - incl Tontine and Stow – 5,030 sqm of Tontine space will be removed when 
Stow opens 
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for discussion 
 

refurb 

sqm nua 
 

11,984 

% 
 

30% 
- mackintosh 4,800 
- stow 7,184 

retain 12,210 31% 

- reid inc assembly 7,370 
- bourdon 4,840 

26% review 
- tontine 
- haldane 
- barnes 
- mclellan 

10,610 
5,030 
2,090 
1,860 
1,630 

13% divest 
- kelly 
- hub 
- richmond 
- whisky bond 
- rose street 6 
- blythswood (b'ment) 
- fleming 
- breckenridge 
- rose street 26 

5,330 
1,570 

930 
750 
500 
480 
460 
400 
140 
100 

glasgow 40,134 100% 

current 
- stow 
- reid 
- tontine 
- bourdon 
- mackintosh 
- haldane 
- barnes 
- kelly 
- mclellan 
- hub 
- richmond 
- reid assembly 
- whisky bond 
- rose street 6 
- blythswood (b'ment) 
- fleming 
- breckenridge 
- rose street 26 

glasgow 
- blythswood 
- margaret mcdonald 

glasgow resi 
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sqm nua % 
7,184 18% 
6,740 17% 
5,030 13% 
4,840 12% 
4,800 12% 
2,090 5% 
1,860 5% 
1,570 4% 
1,630 4% 

930 2% 
750 2% 
630 2% 
500 1% 
480 1% 
460 1% 
400 1% 
140 0% 
100 0% 

40,134  100% 
4,530 
2,270 

6,800 

gia 
11,210 
10,530 

5,830 
6,600 
7,670 
2,830 
2,840 
2,260 
3,840 
1,400 
1,240 
1,160 

550 
630 
610 
500 
180 
120 

60,000 
5,330 
2,670 

8,000 

forres (highlands) 540 

gsa singapore tbc 
 
Based on information provided by GSA. 
Numbers rounded for convenience. 

observations 

Accommodation is currently provided in Glasgow City,  
Forres (highlands) and Singapore. 

Glasgow City facilities are spread across 18 buildings,  
totaling 40,134 sqm nua (net usable area) + residential. 

- 71% sqm nua located in 5 buildings. 
- 70% sqm nua currently in use, 30% under refurb. 

Current estate configuration is seen as a drain on  
organisational effectiveness and initial thoughts are to: 

- refurb/retain 4 buildings (24,194 sqm nua) 
- divest 9 buildings (5,300 sqm nua) 
- review 4 buildings (10,610 sqm nua), to retain or divest 

question 

What parameters currently inform space decisions? 

property overview 

Note that when Stow comes on stream the 
space above will reduce by 5,030sqm when Fine 
Art vacate Tontine 
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Existing Estate (Garnethill) 

   

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

7 
8 

9 11 

Garnethill 

   6 

14 

15 

10 

1 Mackintosh Building 
2 Reid Building 
3 Bourdon Building 
4 Haldane Building 
5 Barnes Building 
6 Stow Building (Site boundary) 
7 JD Kelly Building 
8 Richmond Building 
9 McLellan Galleries (part – leased) 
10 Breckenridge House (part – leased) 
11 6 Rose Street (part ‐ leased) 

13    12     Fleming House (part – leased) 
   12 13     26 Rose Street (part – leased) 

14 Margaret McDonald House 
15 Blythswood House 

The Whisky Bond 

The Tontine Building The Hub Building 

observations 
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The current estate is fragmented and dispersed. This is  
seen to have a negative impact on both user experience  
and operational efficiency. In particular, the more distant  
locations of Hub and Tontine (temporary until Stow 
opens) are problematic. 

There is considerable potential for development of Stow  
site, where GSA could take a leading role in the creative  
industries quarter. 

Sauchiehall Street and Renfrew Street are home to a 
significant amount of arts and cultural  institutions. 
Sauchiehall Street is also a social  entertainment 
destination with a vibrant multifunctional  night time 
economy. 

question 

What would be GSA's ideal presence in its home city? 

property locations 

received from GSA 
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strategic plan 2015 - 2018 
- Making the best use of flagship buildings. 
- Retaining studio-based approach. 
- Developing creative approaches to new audiences. 
- Increasing income from GSA enterprises and philanthropic support. 
- Studio+ - providing opportunities for engaging in interdisciplinarity, employability, exhibitions, enterprise, internationalisation. 
- Open studio - enabling enhanced leisure provision, widening participation and professional progression. 
- Contributing to Glasgow's economic powerhouse and growing creative economy of highlands and islands. 
- Having worldwide impact - rooted in Glasgow, global in outlook. 
- Working in new ways across academic and professional support departments. 
- Continuing 21st  century studio-led pedagogy - physical, virtual, digital, fixed, temporary, permanent, remote. 
- Providing learners with the skills, knowledge and entrepreneurial spirit to get a job and progress their career. 
- Colocating all y1 students across all specialisms in the refurbished Mackintosh Building. 
- Delivering a step-change in engagement of business and industry with universities. 
- Following an estates strategy that is academically led, supporting development/growth of existing/new specialisms,  

accessible, reflecting and meeting the needs of diverse students, staff and visitors. 
 

strategic plan 2018 - 2021 
To be a global leader in creative education delivered through core focus on our/the role of creativity in the economy and society and 21st 
century student employability and enterprise – the destinations of our creative graduates through enhanced curriculum, fair and responsive 
organisation, new connections between research, scholarship and teaching and the rich assets of our archives and collections, our alumni 
and exhibitions/cultural engagement, innovative use of estates and infrastructure, investment for the future and communicating a clear 
narrative. 

 

Based on documents provided by GSA - Strategic Plans & Outcome Agreements. 

observations 

GSA has largely achieved the objectives of its Strategic  
Plan for 2015-2018. The focus is now on 2018-2021 and  
GSA wishes to gain a better understanding of the role  
the estate might play in successfully meeting the key  
objectives identified. 

The Strategic Plan 2018-2021 suggests that the estate  
will need to support development in many areas - new  
disciplines, new forms of practice, new types of  
programme delivery, new audiences, new partnerships. 

question 

What might become strategic priorities for 20s decade? 

strategic priorities 
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fix & flex approach 

Consolidate core activities around 3 distinctive hubs. 

Enable supporting activities via a shifting portfolio of  
diverse satellite locations throughout Glasgow city. 
This could be in partnership with others eg CIC, 
GCC, Glasgow Life, City Property, Third Sector. 

possible strategic direction ? 

step 1 – clarify 
Articulate emerging organisational / spatial profile 

17,000 8,000 550 tbc 

step 2 – develop  for illustrative purposes 

Create distinctive organisational / spatial model 
at capacity 12,000 

indicative 

3,450 
indicative 

4,000 
indicative 

potential future – say, c.45,000 sqm nua 17,000 20,000 4,000 4,000 

Consider optimum hubs & satellites provision sqm nua sqm nua sqm nua sqm nua 

engage 
 
citywide satellites 
strengthens networks 

 
pop-up opportunities  

creative city focus  
diverse partnerships  
site-specific projects  

widening participation  
defining city character 

belong 
 
mackintosh hub * 
builds upon identity 

 
enhance memory  

social & cultural focus  
crits & reviews  

collaborative studios  
seminars & lectures  
library & collections  

school-wide resources 

* mackintosh, reid, assembly, bourdon 

immerse 
 

forres hub 
enhances community 

 
major expansion  
innovation focus  

intense collaboration  
residencies 

industry liaison  
creating community  

highland retreat 

develop 
 

stow hub 
enables new growth 

 
refurb & new-build  

digital industry focus  
general studios  

specialist studios  
workshops 

industry liaison  
residencies 
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potential for … 
 

- Identity & memory – celebrating GSA heritage. 
- Shared experience – bringing people together. 
- Intensification – making the most of all space types. 
- Flagship buildings – celebrating architectural merit. 
- Sense of place – 3 buildings working together. 

mackintosh hub 

commons 

studios 

specialist  
space 

industry  
engagement 

showcase 

theory 

heritage  
welcome 

showcase 

commercial 

studios 

student  
information 

library 

staff staff 
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potential for … 

- Multi-disciplinary practice – supporting diverse needs. 
- Studios – working in spaces that can adapt over time. 
- Specialist resources – expanding range of possibility. 
- Industry engagement – using location to reach out and  

influence Glasgow's creative industries. 

stow hub 

commons 
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studios 

specialist  
space 

showcase 

welcome 

industry  
engagement 

showcase 

theory 

staff 
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potential for … 
 
- Excellent student experience – intensive, residential  

programmes at key points during student journey, e.g.  
early bonding through shared experiences. 

- International exchange – unique highlands experience.  
for collaborators from Singapore, Nantes, other. 

- Excellent staff experiences – residencies, away days. 

forres hub 

studio 
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theory 

staff commons 

welcome 
to forres  

town centre 

arrival 
 

residential  
commons  

residential wing 
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potential for … 
 

- Showcasing practice across the city. 
- Forming many types of collaborations. 
- Running short programmes. 
- Engaging new audiences. 
- Carrying out site-specific projects. 
- Creating diverse widening participation opportunities. 
- Re-energising buildings and empty spaces in the city. 
- Developing a property portfolio of on-demand space. 

citywide satellites 
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review with gsa executive 

next steps 
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thank you 
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